
“Cracking”, said the guy in the Murco station in 

Llanfairpwllgwyngyll (etc) as I bought my copy of 

The Times on a windy Saturday morning. He’d 

asked me where I was headed and I‘d told him I 

was Trac Mon bound. And, not for the first, nor 

last, time during the CSCC’s Anglesey meeting, I 

felt like I had a walk on part in Gavin and Stacey 

– but not as creepy Uncle Bryn, ok? It was my 

first visit to the circuit and although I’d done 

what is laughably called my ‘research’ - watch-

ing old episodes of Fifth Gear on Youtube - I was 

almost overwhelmed by this simply fabulous 

circuit overlooking the Irish Sea. My heart will 

always belong to Cadwell but my new Welsh 

friend has already relegated Goodwood and 

Brands Hatch to joint runner up status.  

So this is how my weekend went, and it started 

after a near six hour drive from North Yorkshire 

on a wet and wild July afternoon.  

It was a test day on Friday and there were more 

than enough cars and drivers to make choosing 

my first interviewee an agony of indecision. Do I 

go for the upmarket guy with the smart mo-

torhome or do I talk to the bloke living in a tent? 
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An easy choice, actually, as this tent 

dweller is driving the type of car I’ve driven 

for a hundred thousand miles and he’s 

called Richard BrownRichard BrownRichard BrownRichard Brown. I have mentioned 

before that there are some fascinating 

careers in the CSCC paddock, and Rich-

ard’s doesn’t disappoint. The clue is in his 

home town, Swindon – “I investigate rail 

crashes. I ran away from home at sixteen 

and joined the railway; it’s been fairly var-

ied, I used to be technical adviser to the 

Egyptian minister of Transport ...” I estab-

lish that this is Richard’s second ever 

event, his first having been at Snetterton 

–“where I had a coming together with an-

other car” (all sorted amicably). Richard is 

a VW man to the core, “and a friend of a  



friend had a Mark 2 Golf race car, and did I fancy buying it, it was too good a deal to pass up. 

Yes, it’s an 8 valve with about 130 brake. It came from the GTi championship, where they 

have control engines and it’s supposed to be one up from a track day car. I’ve done a few 

sprints and hill climbs, I’ve been around race cars helping friends out and I thought it’s now or 

never, bucket list really.” Richard tells me the car is a bit under-powered, but rain had been a 

great leveller and “she was up there with the tail end of the field.” He plans to contest every 

round of the CSCC CoCSCC CoCSCC CoCSCC Co----ordSport Tin Tops SeriesordSport Tin Tops SeriesordSport Tin Tops SeriesordSport Tin Tops Series, and he deserves to do well as his enthusiasm 

is infectious. Watching the car on track, it looks at home and is probably as indestructible as 

its Porsche siblings. 

Further down the row of hot hatches contesting the Tin Tops race I find a confident and cheer-

ful Andy WheatleyAndy WheatleyAndy WheatleyAndy Wheatley, who is sharing his Peugeot 106 with John AllenJohn AllenJohn AllenJohn Allen. This won’t be the last time 

an inoffensive-looking 106 features in this report, as one of them starred in the race of the 

weekend, but now it’s back to Andy  - “I’m from Derby and I’m a mechanic and MOT tester. 

The car’s a 1998 106 Rallye and I’ve had it three years now. I’ve done a lot of work on it, it 

had been raced once when I bought it and I’ve done the suspension and engine mods my-

self.”  Under CSCC rules, Andy’s car can run a 16 valve instead of the original 8 valve 1600 – 

“...this runs the 106 GTI engine and in standard guise weighed about 750 kilos.” Andy’s sea-

son so far? “Oh, terrible ...last season, Class E winner, this season the gearbox destroyed it-

self at Snetterton, engine did the same at Silverstone, we missed Oulton but we’re back at 

Anglesey with a vengeance. The engine was mapped only yesterday so we are literally fresh 

out of the box.” I then talk to co-driver John Allen, who has been racing “...forever. I’ve raced 

106s, 205s, but I haven’t raced for two years so finishing will be a good result.” Back to Andy, 

who reports that he was surprised at the grip in the morning’s soaking wet conditions and 

finds the track “technical, quick, really good facilities and (laughs) nice views.”   



Everybody I speak to echoes these sentiments, 

and I hear of a recent incident where a very ex-

perienced Ferrari driver exited the track at speed 

because he was looking at a boat. So what about 

‘technical’? It’s one of those terms which some 

racers use to make slow corners  sound more 

difficult but when I walk up to the Rocket/Peel 

complex I can see why technical is the only word, 

because, if you get the blind entry to Rocket 

wrong you are, to put it bluntly, b*****ed for the 

next 350 metres or more. In contrast, the long run from the exit of the Banking, via Church 

and School, offers engines a serious work out, both in duration and load, and more than one 

car wilted under the strain over the two days.  

I am trying to find comparisons to this track with others I’ve visited, and the closest I can 

come to is Zandvoort, another track close to the sea of course, but also Thruxton, if only for its 

high speed twists and turns. And, from my in car tour with Clerk of the Course Richard BeardRichard BeardRichard BeardRichard Beard, 

the blind brow into Rocket looks like it will 

cause spiked heart rates. So far as facilities 

go, Thruxton’s Jackaroo café has the same 

friendliness as its Welsh counterpart and of-

fers similar value for money, but nowhere else 

has a mobile catering van sign-written Y Tepot 

Pirdd, or which sells Cynnyarch Lleol , or local 

produce as they call it where I live. The track is 

terrific, but what really sets this place apart is 

the wonderful view of the mainland. I won’t be 

the first to compare the line of mountains rising 

out of an angry sea to a line of dragon’s teeth 

but, standing with a force 6 westerly wind on my 

back at Rocket, it’s the only comparison to make. 

Eat your heart out Snetterton. Oh, did I mention 

that I didn’t find one scrap of litter either, and 

don’t even get me started on the banks of wild 

flowers, which looked fabulous. I may love mo-

torsport, but I am an inner tree-hugger too.    

On my first stroll over towards the garages I en-

counter retired Yorkshire dentist Ian Haire Ian Haire Ian Haire Ian Haire from 

Leeds, who is racing a Caterham Supersport with 

Andrew Greenwood Andrew Greenwood Andrew Greenwood Andrew Greenwood in the Gold Arts Magnificent Gold Arts Magnificent Gold Arts Magnificent Gold Arts Magnificent 

SevensSevensSevensSevens races. “It’s a Sigma engine, the car’s 

nine years old and I’ve been racing it for six. To-

day’s been a bit of a write off really, it was so wet 

this morning we didn’t bother, we went out for 

the first session this afternoon but the second  



was red flagged so we’re hop-

ing for a good session next 

time. I’ve done track days 

here in an MGA years ago, 

and then I got the bug, did my 

ARDS, started with a Roads-

port A and moved up to this 

one.” Ian finds the CSCC com-

munity friendly and helpful – 

“I’ve just got a bush for the 

exhaust from someone – they 

said ‘just get us a beer some-

time’.” Hopes for the week-

end then? “Oh, first in class, 

but it’s quite competitive, there are some fast cars in our class ...”  

I don’t know about you, but I can’t help looking twice at any Lotus Cortina I encounter – 

maybe it’s the black and white imagery of Jim Clark three-wheeling his around Brands or Oul-

ton almost a lifetime ago? It’s 50 years since Apollo 11 this weekend but the era of Clark, Hill 

and Surtees now seems even more deeply rooted in a lost era. Enough musing, so let’s find 

out more from 

the Cortina’s 

owner. He is for-

mer City guy and 

serial enthusiast, 

Dominic HollandDominic HollandDominic HollandDominic Holland, 

and he is sharing 

the driving with 

son MarcusMarcusMarcusMarcus this 

weekend. “I’m 

from Hadlow, just 

outside Ton-

bridge, so it took 

us about six 

hours to get here. 

We’ve had the 

Cortina about 18 months, just had the engine rebuilt – it blew at Oulton. The car was raced as 

part of the Martin Stretton team so it does have race history. Me? I’m a newbie so this is my 

second race; you’ll see the black cross on the back and unfortunately it shows when I’m on 

track. But I’m here to improve. We’ve been out already and it’s a lovely little circuit, fantastic.” 

Dominic and Marcus run a classic car business, E-Type UK, and also run DM Historics, which 

specialises in race cars. It’s an interesting operation; the Hollands took an XK 120 to Pebble 

Beach last year but they also have a DB2/4, a 1928 Bentley and an X1/9 rally car, and those 

aren’t words I’ve typed before. Nice guys, and I hope we see more of them in the CSCC. But I’ll 

be seeing them in a few days’ time, when they’re out to play with the big boys at Silverstone 

Classic. Great event but best not to ask me about the circuit ...  



Time to find out what’s making 

all the noise and, as I wander 

down to the second corner, I see 

an MG entering the second cor-

ner at a speed which would be 

unwise in a single seater. But he 

gets round just fine and it’s only 

then that I realise the corner is 

banked. If only I had bothered to 

do my research, I’d have found 

the clue was in the corner’s 

name, The Banking. And whilst 

it’s not exactly Indianapolis, the 

configuration not only adds speed but it also gives drivers choices. Some cars, and they are 

often the faster ones, stay high all the way round, with no conventional apex, but others enter 

high, apex low and exit high. The apex seems to be a 

moveable feast too and I expect some colourful on-track 

antics during the races tomorrow. And I get it.    

Saturday morning; it’s not 8 yet so there’s time to talk to 

one of the orange army before they go into battle. I 

strike lucky, as Alan Tommis Alan Tommis Alan Tommis Alan Tommis is a local marshal and has 

“been marshalling here now for five years and (points) 

this guy’s been doing it for over thirty years. I’m more 

into bikes and my wife and myself go over to Ireland for 

the road racing. But whatever comes here we marshal.” 

Alan used to work at the local aluminium smelter but is 

now retired and just fizzes with enthusiasm. And I know 

Alan will be biased but who can disagree with his take 

on Trac Mon – “You ask any of the drivers and riders – 

they love it down here. On a good day here you couldn’t 

ask for anything better. But when you see the clouds out to sea coming in...” Alan tells me that 

the circuit is going places too, with more garages and other improvements planned and that 

he’d “love to see the Touring Cars come here but the road coming in and out ...” Having seen 

the BTCC barmy army gridlock the 

roads around Croft I know just what 

he means. Alan is on fire-fighting 

duty today and, when I ask him 

about past dramas, he laughs – 

“where do I start?”, before telling 

me about one serial miscreant 

whose car literally crashed and 

burned. His gratitude for being res-

cued was, I heard, in very short 

supply. No names, but he wasn’t a 

CSCC driver.      



I have seen the splendidly ‘lived in’ or, in car show speak, ‘well patinated’  Alfa Romeo 75 of 

Steve Jay Steve Jay Steve Jay Steve Jay at earlier rounds of the Advantage Motorsport Future Classic Series Advantage Motorsport Future Classic Series Advantage Motorsport Future Classic Series Advantage Motorsport Future Classic Series and you‘ve just 

got to love an Alfa, right?  The Darwin Fish sticker gives a clue to Steve’s profession – he’s a 

biologist and teacher, with a sideline in teaching skid car control. Bury man Steve owns the 

car “but I share the driving with my good friend Richard MurthaRichard MurthaRichard MurthaRichard Murtha. This car is the 3 litre V6, a 

nice engine, a bit heavy so it understeers a bit. It’s a good handling car though; it’s the drivers 

who are crap – sorry, average.” I reckon Steve could earn a fortune from voice-over work as 

you could cut up and fry his accent, which comes from growing up in Sheffield and Scarbor-

ough “before going on the dark side and coming to the other side of the Pennines.” Good 

grief, how long have we been into motor sport? “Fifty two years.” Steve clearly loves his Alfa 

“and it’s never let us down (cue heckling from adjacent BMW driver) ... shut up you, until Oul-

ton Park when the clutch died. But despite being told it was going to be £750 and three 

months wait for a new one we got it repaired by a bloke in Leeds while we waited.”  

I watch the processes of a race meeting click into action - marshals being briefed, the Porsche 

928 and RSR a few feet away being scrutineered, helmets and overalls being due-diligenced, 

and I can’t help thinking about the public perception of motor sport. People either think we 

are knuckle-dragging wannabe Top Gear guys  or, worse still, they think we are like the people 

they see who drive like idiots on the public road. Just as the lunatic fringe did in Stevenage 

last week, when a modified car meet went tragically wrong, thanks to the antics of a few 

young guys who thought Fast and Furious was a documentary. Our interest gets press cover-

age only when the news is bad, and today’s racing probably won’t get a single column inch.  

And that is a shame, because we have such a good story to tell – we don’t need a police pres-

ence, there’s no risk of a ruck in the queue for ice cream and the odd sharp intake of breath 

apart, nobody is driving too aggressively and not a soul at Trac Mon isn’t having the best of 

times.  



Time to stop musing, let’s 

find out about Alan Thomp-Alan Thomp-Alan Thomp-Alan Thomp-

son’sson’sson’sson’s story. He is racing a 

BMW E36 in Cartek Mo-Cartek Mo-Cartek Mo-Cartek Mo-

torsports Modern Classics torsports Modern Classics torsports Modern Classics torsports Modern Classics 

race, he’s from Wantage in 

Oxfordshire, and he’s an-

other guy in the CSCC pad-

dock with a far from routine 

job. I’ll get on to that in a mo-

ment but first let’s talk about 

the car, which is very green 

– “I’ve been racing for five 

years with the car. It started 

out as a seven hundred quid road car, nearly fit for the scrappers and I’ve put a couple of quid 

into it. Then a few more quid ... It started as a 328, and I got beaten on power but it is an M3 

now with about 310 bhp. I’ve always had BMWs as both road and race car – stick to what you 

know. To finish with no damage is a priority, good reliability from the car and the driver and if 

I’m up mixing it with big boys by the end of race two, I’ll be happy. Also fastest pit stop – I’ve 

got a thing about that. With my wife Emily we had fastest pit stop at Spa, and we had a habit 

of doing it last year as well.” Day job? Crikey, this guy is a nuclear engineer. Cue discussion 

about Fukushima –“I didn’t design it, not my fault, but we’re looking at cleaning it up.” But, 

work aside, Alan insists he’s ‘quite boring; “all I do is talk about racing, do racing – it takes up 

all your time, all your money.”  

BMWs are a staple of the CSCC, with models from five decades often competing in one week-

end, but Ginettas are thinner on the ground. Along with Peerless, Gordon Keeble, Marcos, 

TVR, Clan, Fairthorpe, Lotus  and so many others, they epitomised the post-WW2 ‘can do’ Brit 

approach to the creation of affordable sports cars. Many firms, such as Wales’ very own Gil-

bern, are now just historical footnotes but, after years of drama, Lawrence Tomlinson’s custo-

dianship of Ginetta has made it a huge presence in modern motor sport. But back in 1966 the 

G12 made an impression too, building on the success of the legendary G4. Chris Blewett’s Chris Blewett’s Chris Blewett’s Chris Blewett’s 

G12 is contesting the Adams and Page Swinging Sixties Adams and Page Swinging Sixties Adams and Page Swinging Sixties Adams and Page Swinging Sixties race and, even among some other 

catwalk queens from the 

same era, the tiny yellow 

coupe looks sensational. Chris 

tells me that the car has FIA 

papers “and is a copy of a car 

that ran in period with a 

1300cc twin cam.” (Yes, you 

did read that right, a 1300) 

The engine gives a healthy 

120bhp (ish) and the car is 

homologated at a flyweight 

420kg “but it actually weighs 

611kg because it has the 



original tub and a lot of roll-over protection which they wouldn’t have run in period.” A former 

pig farmer, Chris has been racing for nearly thirty years, having started with another Ginetta, a 

G4, and he’s stuck with them “and always on cross plies...I like the car as it is.” And out on 

track the G12 looks just great, if a tad understeery around Peel on Sunday afternoon.             

The thing about turbos is that, when they do break, they do so very visibly. Nothing illustrates 

this better than the very public demise of the Hammersley/Tongue Hammersley/Tongue Hammersley/Tongue Hammersley/Tongue Megane F1 R26, in qualify-

ing for the CSCC Motorsports School Turbo Tin TopsCSCC Motorsports School Turbo Tin TopsCSCC Motorsports School Turbo Tin TopsCSCC Motorsports School Turbo Tin Tops race. The turbo blows on the exit of (the 

not very imaginatively named) Turn 1 and I reckon you could have seen the drifting cloud of 

blue smoke on the Llyn Peninsula. As I am finding out, there are some very different answers 

to the questions which The Banking is asking but, as at least one M3 driver in the RSV Graph-RSV Graph-RSV Graph-RSV Graph-

ics New Millennium ics New Millennium ics New Millennium ics New Millennium race finds out, the right answer in the damp conditions isn’t a very aggres-

sive entry into a premature apex. 

And on the evidence of a succession of 

qualifying laps, Stephen ScottStephen ScottStephen ScottStephen Scott----

Dunwoodie Dunwoodie Dunwoodie Dunwoodie prefers the view out of the 

side windows to the windscreen ... Later 

on in the qualifying sessions I am struck 

by the line – and speed – of the Sinclair/Sinclair/Sinclair/Sinclair/

AveyardAveyardAveyardAveyard MG Midget. Its little A Series may 

get a little breathless down the straights 

compared to the deep-lunged Ford V8 in 

the Tiger and TVR in the Adams and Page Adams and Page Adams and Page Adams and Page 

Swinging Sixties Swinging Sixties Swinging Sixties Swinging Sixties entry, but the MG loses 

to nobody around The Banking. Impres-

sive stuff, as was the pace and roll free 

cornering of the Phil Otley Phil Otley Phil Otley Phil Otley Scimitar GTE, 

which was embarrassing cars way 

above its pay grade. And not the quick-

est, but certainly one of the most en-

dearing cars, is the very enthusiastically 

driven Mercedes 450 SL of Jake and Jake and Jake and Jake and 

Sam BaileySam BaileySam BaileySam Bailey. I caught up with Jake Bailey 

after admiring the extraordinary atten-

tion to detail which had been lavished 

on a car which, so late in life, had been 

thrown into the deep end of the CSCC CSCC CSCC CSCC 

Advantage Motorsport  Future ClassicsAdvantage Motorsport  Future ClassicsAdvantage Motorsport  Future ClassicsAdvantage Motorsport  Future Classics 

battle. And this after a lifetime of 

schmoozing down to the local Rotary 

Club ...Over to Jake –“we restore these 

Mercs, we sell them and we thought we’d 

build an SL. It’s never going to be the 

fastest on track but it’s a bit different. It’s 

a 1978 450 V8 R107 and it was an auto 

from new, and we converted  



it to manual. We’ve lightened and balanced the engine, it’s got better cams, and has a few 

little tweaks so it revs a bit better. It’s got a lot of torque, so it makes the back end quite 

lively...”  I’d noticed that ... Jake is happy to acknowledge how the effort which has gone into 

the SL’s spotless appearance is a good testimony to the family business, the SL Shop. 

I grew up with the sight of exuberantly driven Capri’s in the Seventies, and Chris Thompson’s Chris Thompson’s Chris Thompson’s Chris Thompson’s 

car is just the right shade of lairy yellow to epitomise the decade which preceded the oh-so-

grey Eighties. Being a 1971 car, the Capri obviously is contesting the Adams and Page Swing-and Page Swing-and Page Swing-and Page Swing-

ing Sixtiesing Sixtiesing Sixtiesing Sixties race but I won’t tell if you won’t. Another guy with a fascinating day job, Chris con-

trasts hurling the hairy-chested Capri around race circuits at weekends with the more genteel 

role of being a Bentley engineer who specialises in interior trim finishes. “The car is a family 

inheritance, and our other passion is for Morgans. We’ve had the Capri for nearly ten years – 

it’s the 3 litre Essex V6, with the usual Ric Wood treatment, running about 240bhp at the 

wheels.” That is 100bhp more than it did in period, and that was at the flywheel, so this is a 

Capri which isn’t all mouth but no trousers - remember, they even made a 1300. Chris tells 

me the car doesn’t like second gear corners, as the synchros aren’t quite as good as new, but 

the car can redline in top up the back straight which is impressive. 



Later in the afternoon I walk a full lap of the 

circuit, and, great minds thinking alike, I en-

counter two other CSCC reporters walking the 

outfield near School – David Stallard David Stallard David Stallard David Stallard on stills 

and Marc Peters Marc Peters Marc Peters Marc Peters on video. We all agree there 

can be few better places to watch racing cars, 

and who would disagree when there‘s the 

sight and sound of Harry Woodhead’s Harry Woodhead’s Harry Woodhead’s Harry Woodhead’s very 

quick Lotus Exige to admire, as it spears its 

way to fastest lap, perhaps scant consolation 

for not being classified at the race finish. And 

I find out something new in the SmartSmartSmartSmart 4Two 4Two 4Two 4Two 

CupCupCupCup - what happens if you push a Smart-

shaped envelope too hard? Do you tip or do 

you spin? It’s the latter, as one over-

enthusiastic entry to Rocket confirms. Cue 

ironic cheers from smiling crowd.  

The last driver I spoke to was well known 

racer, Ray ArmesRay ArmesRay ArmesRay Armes, who was driving a Gold 

Leaf liveried Caterham Blackbird in the Gold Gold Gold Gold 

Arts Magnificent SevensArts Magnificent SevensArts Magnificent SevensArts Magnificent Sevens race, sharing the car 

with Andrew TidyAndrew TidyAndrew TidyAndrew Tidy. “I go back a long time, back 

to ‘87 when I raced in the Renault Elf Turbo 

Cup, then I’ve done Touring Cars, BTCC, Por-

sche Cup, MGF Cup and I won the Rover 

championship in ’92. I’ve been an ARDS in-

structor for years and I met Steve Storey, who 

owns the car, last year, and I had to go back 

to the MSA to get my licence back. This is the 

first time out this year. I’ve never raced a 

Seven, but  I do have a Caterham road car,  



and  this is so totally different - it revs to 11 ,500, it’s got a sequential box ...” It turns out that 

today is Ray’s Anglesey debut but he’s already another convert. Ray tells me that Steve is a 

big Lotus 49 fan, hence the homage (and it is homage, not replica) to the 1968 Lotus F1 car 

livery. But come on CSCC, this car is numbered 56, and the Lotus 56 might also have had 

Gold Leaf livery but, instead of a DFV in the back, it had a whistling Pratt and Whitney gas tur-

bine. So, next time out, give him 

number 49 eh? 

My inner purist can’t really love 

front wheel drive race cars but 

that’s just me being old school, 

because both CoCoCoCo----ordSport Tin Top ordSport Tin Top ordSport Tin Top ordSport Tin Top 

with Cartek Motorsport Puma Cup with Cartek Motorsport Puma Cup with Cartek Motorsport Puma Cup with Cartek Motorsport Puma Cup 

races were sublime, and if I see a 

better race this year than Sun-

day’s I will be amazed. TSL will 

give you all the facts and figures, 

the position changes and every bit 

of OCD detail you could ever want, 

but you really needed to be there. 

It isn’t fair on so many other excellent drivers to single out but I will do so anyway, Martin Addi-Martin Addi-Martin Addi-Martin Addi-

son’s son’s son’s son’s drive from the back of the grid in his Peugeot 106GTi, because it was a joy to watch this 

car being driven with total commitment, in full ‘maximum attack’ mode for every single lap. 

Terrific stuff. And all credit is also due to the MoultonMoultonMoultonMoulton----Smith/Boardman Smith/Boardman Smith/Boardman Smith/Boardman BMW 318Ti for such a 

feisty display, with exemplary car control through the complex – rear wheel drive can still show 

how it’s done. 



Sunday’s racing was terrific 

and it was encouraging to see 

so many regulars parking up 

to watch the racing at their 

favourite spot, which was usu-

ally The Banking. But I will 

confess that I was not quite 

as taken with the shorter lay-

out and, whilst The Corkscrew 

may as well have been de-

signed to catch out early 

911s, it is one of those bends 

that looks best in pictures. I 

prefer the fast sweeps on the 

full circuit but that’s just nit-picking. Truth is, I loved the circuit and, from the views at the com-

plex to the big speed spectacle at Church and the blind dive in to Rocket, every prospect 

pleases. It was an added bonus to rediscover the Tom Pryce exhibition at the circuit office be-

hind Peel too. I am a convert and, whilst this may be the only circuit where you need to listen 

to the shipping forecast before driving, it already feels to me like the green, green grass of 

home. Diolch, Trac Mon – I’ll be back.    

 
John Aston 
CSCC Correspondent 

         


